
 
 

SUN TRAVEL 
Tour program № 2 

Active tour in Uzbekistan. 
 

1 day. 
 Tashkent. 

 Arrival in Tashkent. Our comfortable transfer will meet you at 
the airport and take you to your hotel. Check in at the hotel and 

without wasting time you start a tour of 
the capital of our country.  You will 
visit: Hast-Imam Square, Barak-Khan 
madrasah, mausoleum of Abubakr 
Kaffal-Shashi, Kukeldash  of Madras, 

the oldest Bazar in Tashkent – 
Chorsu  . After visiting the 
oldest places in the city of 
Tashkent, You will have the 
opportunity to take a walk 
and take a lot of bright 
photos on Independence 
Square  and Square  Amir 

Temur. Free time. Night in Tashkent. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://suntravel.uz/hast-imam
https://suntravel.uz/barak-khan
https://suntravel.uz/aboubekra-kaffal-al-shashi
https://suntravel.uz/aboubekra-kaffal-al-shashi
https://suntravel.uz/madrassah-of-kukeldash
https://suntravel.uz/chorsu-bazaar
https://suntravel.uz/independence-square
https://suntravel.uz/independence-square
https://suntravel.uz/amir-temur-square
https://suntravel.uz/amir-temur-square


 
 

2 day. 
 Tashkent-Samarkand 
 In the morning, after a delicious Breakfast at the hotel, 
our comfortable transfer will take you to the railway 
station of Tashkent city and you will take a high-speed 
train to another amazing city of our country – 
Samarkand. (Departure 8:00-arrival at 10:08) Meet at 
the Railway station of the city of Samarkand and you will 
immediately 
start the tour: 

first you will find Yourself in the heart of 
Samarkand on the Registan square, which 
consists of three amazingly beautiful madrassas - 
Mirzo Ulugbek, Tilla-Kori, Sher - Dor. Then 

visit the Gur-Emir mausoleum. You will have a busy day, 
because the tour continues, then according to the 
program: the tombs of 
the famous Temurid 
dynasty, the medieval 
mosque Bibi Hanim , 
the ensemble of tombs 

Shakhi-Zinda  will open its secrets before you, and the 
Ulugbek Observatory will share the beauty of the stars. 
Check in to the hotel. Overnight at a hotel in 
Samarkand. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://suntravel.uz/registan
https://suntravel.uz/the-mirzo-ulugbek-madrassah
https://suntravel.uz/the-tillha-kori-madrassah
https://suntravel.uz/sherdor-madrasah
https://suntravel.uz/the-tillha-kori-madrassah
https://suntravel.uz/bibi-hanum
https://suntravel.uz/the-complex-shahi-zinda


 
 
 

3 day. 
 Samarkand-Bukhara 

  

In the morning, 
Breakfast at the hotel, 
then our comfortable 
transfer will take You to 
the Railway station of the city of Samarkand and you will 
go to the next city Of your trip – Bukhara. (departure at 9: 
50-arrival at 11: 19) Meeting at the Railway station, 
transfer to the hotel. In Bukhara, you will have a walking 
tour. You will rush to meet new emotions. You will be 
amazed by the mausoleum of  Samanids , the tomb of 
Chashma-Ayub , intrigued by the complex Bolo-Khauz 
and Poi-Kalyan, will make you think about the important 

ancient fortress Ark and a number of madrassas – Abdulaziz-Khan, Kosh, Ulughbeg, 
Kukeldash , Nadir Divan-Begi, will please the ensemble Lyabi-Khauz and shopping 
domes. After such a busy tour, you will have free time. Overnight at a hotel in Bukhara. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://suntravel.uz/samanids-mausoleum
https://suntravel.uz/chashma-ayub-mausoleum
https://suntravel.uz/bolo-khauz-complex
https://suntravel.uz/poi-kalyan-ensemble
https://suntravel.uz/ark-fortress
https://suntravel.uz/abdulaziz-khan-madrassah
https://suntravel.uz/kosh-madrasah
https://suntravel.uz/ulughbeg-madrasah
https://suntravel.uz/kukeldash-madrassah
https://suntravel.uz/nadir-divan-begi-ensemble
https://suntravel.uz/lyabi-khauz-ensemble


 
 

4 day. 
 Bukhara-Tashkent 

 

 In the morning, a delicious Breakfast at the hotel. 
Then you will have 
time to buy gifts for 
your family and 
friends. Master 
class on cooking 
Pilaf (optional $ 15 

per person). 
Transfer to the railway station of the city of 
Bukhara and take the high-speed train back 
to the beginning of your journey - the city of 
Tashkent. (departure at 15:50-Arrival at 
19:44) transfer from the Railway station to 
the hotel. Check in to the hotel. Overnight in a 
hotel in Tashkent. 

  
5 day. 

 Tashkent 
 

In the morning, a delicious Breakfast is served at the 
hotel. Transfer to the airport Tashkent city. The 
flight Home! 

 
 

 



 
 
The tour price includes: 
1. Accommodation in a double room with Breakfast; 
2. Transfer program (Sedan) 
3. Excursions in Tashkent, Samarkand and Bukhara; 
4. Professional tour guide services; 
5. Tickets for the Tashkent-Samarkand-Bukhara – Tashkent high-speed train (Economy 
class); 
 
The price does not include: 
1. International flights; 
2. Entrance fees to the monuments and memorials on the tour; 
3. Insurance; 
4. Expenses of personal nature; 
5. Anything that is not listed as enabled. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Uzbekistan, Tashkent, 100100, Usman Nasyr street, 53 

 www.suntravel.uz  
E-mail: tashkent@suntravel.uz   

Phones: 
+998 97 750 65 75 
+998 90 910 22 11 

WhatsApp, Telegram, WeChat 

 

 


